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Convergent Diffusion and Social Marketing
pproach for Disseminating Proven Approaches to
hysical Activity Promotion

ames W. Dearing, PhD, Edward W. Maibach, PhD, MPH, David B. Buller, PhD

bstract: Approaches from diffusion of innovations and social marketing are used here to propose
efficient means to promote and enhance the dissemination of evidence-based physical
activity programs. While both approaches have traditionally been conceptualized as
top-down, center-to-periphery, centralized efforts at social change, their operational
methods have usually differed. The operational methods of diffusion theory have a strong
relational emphasis, while the operational methods of social marketing have a strong
transactional emphasis. Here, we argue for a convergence of diffusion of innovation and
social marketing principles to stimulate the efficient dissemination of proven-effective
programs. In general terms, we are encouraging a focus on societal sectors as a logical and
efficient means for enhancing the impact of dissemination efforts. This requires an
understanding of complex organizations and the functional roles played by different
individuals in such organizations. In specific terms, ten principles are provided for working
effectively within societal sectors and enhancing user involvement in the processes of
adoption and implementation.
(Am J Prev Med 2006;31(4S):S11–S23) © 2006 American Journal of Preventive Medicine
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ractitioners make decisions about the nature of
the program they will offer based on prior expe-
rience, on-the-job trial and error, anecdotal evi-

ence, observation of others’ programs, conference
resentations and brochures—even published research
n occasion—to tweak, modify, borrow, and occasion-
lly adopt intact programs. In the real worlds of prac-
ice, health promotion programs are most often pieced
ogether based on what makes sense to the practitioner
iven his/her clients, members, target population, or
esidents when paired with the constraints and oppor-
unities of their organization and community. The
earch for information about programs is at least as
uch opportunistic as it is strategic, and is often

redicated on what is convenient. From a societal
erspective, this is a missed opportunity if the programs

mplemented are less effective than current best
ractices.
Another missed opportunity from a societal perspec-

ive concerns health promotion programs that are
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eveloped and validated by researchers without ade-
uate attention to whether or not these programs will
e embraced by real-world practitioners in the settings
or which they were designed. Commonly, programs
etermined to be efficacious and effective are not
calable because they do not intimately reflect the
ealities of practice under everyday conditions. The
xternally valid, effective program that requires case
orker assistance, workshop training, or other high-
ost intervention per targeted practitioner is unlikely to
e adopted in practice settings beyond initial funded
esearch sites. This requirement of scalable efficiency is
key reason why researchers must learn from practitio-
ers. An effective program is without societal worth if

ts effect is not achieved in an efficient manner. For
hile program effectiveness under less-than-ideal field
onditions is the basis of external validity tests and
ommonly a factor in practitioner adoption decisions,
rogram efficiency is a far bigger force in broad
issemination and in practitioner implementation,
here the rubber hits the road.

ffectiveness, Efficiency, and Physical Activity
romotion Programs

ublic health has followed medicine in acknowledging
he importance of an evidentiary basis to intervention
evelopment.1 Decisions about products and services to

e offered should be grounded in a synthesis of the

S110749-3797/06/$–see front matter
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esearch literature based on formal criteria to assess the
evel of evidence.2,3 The proponents of evidence-based
revention practice—typically researchers and research
unding agencies—are taking steps to promote the
doption of proven approaches. Unfortunately, there is
urrently limited evidence as to the success of these
fforts.4 Studies of the dissemination of medical and
linical practice guidelines suggest at best limited suc-
ess.5–7 Concerning physical activity, Brownson et al.8

urveyed physical activity program administrators in all
nited States’ state and territorial health departments

o determine their awareness and use of the evidence-
ased physical activity guidelines in the Guide to Com-
unity Preventive Services.9 While awareness was high

90%), only a minority of their programs (22% to 36%)
ere influenced by the guidelines.
Surely, there must be a better way. While various

irections are possible to improve the research-to-
ractice process,10 we believe that diffusion theory and
ocial marketing offer practical and validated principles
hat combine well for speeding the rate at which
ffective physical activity promotion programs are
roadly adapted and implemented. The convergence
f these principles allows for achievement of both
ffectiveness and efficiency in physical activity promo-
ion and subsequent policy and behavior change.

The recommended approach begins with the as-
umption that the programs in question are worthy and
eady. There should be persuasive data on the out-
omes of a program, justifying its selection for broad-
ased diffusion. Dissemination is not a time for exper-

mentation to learn what works and why; rather, it is a
ime for promotion of exemplary programs, the effects
f which we are confident, at least in their efficacy
internal validity) and effectiveness (external validity)
esting.11 Rarely, however, do the creators of new
romotion programs wait until they have compelling
vidence before they tell others about them. Websites
re often created with the beginning of intervention
evelopment, a promotional effort that leads to inquir-

es, visits, and learning. What is learned? Potential
dopters learn—especially when they communicate
irectly with researchers who enact the conservative
orms of their formal training—that the program in
uestion is promising but preliminary, uncertain, and
omplex.12 Communicating on the basis of a field test is
kin to a rush to market, a common culprit in failed
iffusion and in failed marketing.13

Confidence in the internal validity and external
alidity of physical activity promotion programs is a
ecessary condition if we hope to reverse the gaps
etween what researchers know on the basis of inter-
ention testing (the state of the science) and what
ractitioners do as a result of their insight and real-
orld constraints (the state of the art). We agree with
ommunity psychologists who recommend involving

ractitioners with researchers as a means for more p

12 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 31, Num
apid improvement of social conditions through dis-
emination of disease prevention and health promotion
rograms.14–16 We accept that careful attention to the
rocess of practice—including the testing of interventions
orne from practice settings—is essential for dissemina-
ion and implementation,17–21 and we understand the
dvantages of partnering at the community level for both
he generation of ideas and for program sustainability.
ut partnering at the community level for dissemination

s laborious,22 can involve community members in activi-
ies that are not to their liking,23 can produce dysfunc-
ional collaborations,24 and can produce community-level
ensions even as an initiative succeeds.25 Rare is the
ommunity partnership that could be characterized as
fficient.
We believe that with late-stage, externally validated

ealth promotion programs, efficiencies in dissemina-
ion must be achieved in order to have a reasonable
hance at closing evidence–practice gaps on the large
cale, particularly in communities characterized by
arge health disparities, where practitioners typically
ave disproportionately fewer resources for making a
ositive difference in their clients’ lives. In this article,
e draw on two social-change theories that derive their

ntellectual strength from the achievement of efficien-
ies. Diffusion of Innovation theory achieves efficiency
hrough a multiplier effect based on the enactment of
xisting social influence. Social marketing achieves
fficiency through precision in gauging audience pref-
rences and market segments. When developing and
alidating health promotion interventions, efficacy and
ffectiveness are paramount; when disseminating inter-
entions, it is efficiency that counts most because the
umbers of potential adopters can be so large that the
ost per contact must be minimal. How can cost per
ontact be minimized while the strength of the induc-
ion as experienced by the targeted practitioner is still
ufficient to change behavior?

iffusion of Innovations and Social Marketing
efined

iffusion is the process through which an idea per-
eived as new is communicated through certain chan-
els over time among the members of a social system.13

eplicated diffusion studies demonstrate a mathemati-
ally consistent pattern of adoption over time, with
ttendant logically related propositions, qualifying this
iterature as a theory of social change.26 Diffusion
ccurs through a combination of (1) the need for

ndividuals to reduce personal uncertainty when pre-
ented with new information, and (2) the need for
ndividuals to respond to their perceptions of social
nd peer pressure as they imitate others who have
dopted the innovation.27,28 Diffusion approaches in

ublic health programs stress the activation of interper-

ber 4S www.ajpm-online.net
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onal networks among people in a system as a result of
egitimization by high-status individuals or organiza-
ions, employment of change agents to interface with
otential adopters, advocacy by organizational champi-
ns, and especially the cooperation of opinion lead-
rs29 to whom others look for advice or example—
ommunicating with the few in order to affect the
any—in order to create a multiplier effect on the rate

f adoption.
Social marketing is a process of developing, distrib-

ting, and promoting products or services for the
urpose of eliciting a behavior from members of a
argeted population that is in their—or society’s—best
nterests.30,31 This application of for-profit marketing
rinciples to achieve a society’s objectives relies on
1) the use of audience segmentation to identify sub-
roups within a population who are similar with regard
o the behavior being sought; (2) use of feedback from

embers of the targeted audience to determine how
est to develop and deliver products or services that
hey will embrace, and in doing so will elicit the
ehavior sought from audience members by the mar-
eter; and (3) careful analysis of the competition in
rder to compete successfully in its relevant market-
lace. We refer to social marketing as having a transac-
ional focus because target audience members are
onceptualized as consumers, and marketers are con-
eptualized as agents seeking to develop and deliver an
offer” (i.e., a product or service, or alternatively, a
bundle of benefits”) that members of the target mar-
et will be willing to purchase (i.e., incur costs—money,
ime, effort, self-image—to acquire). Such transactions,
ecause they so focus on behavior change,32 are readily
pplicable to issues of physical activity,33 embedding
everal principles that lend themselves nicely to en-
ancing dissemination of proven approaches to preven-

ion.4 Although new relative to the literature about
iffusion, social marketing has rapidly reached a stage
f conceptual maturity on the basis of widespread
opularity and large-scale application over the last 20
ears.34

Convergent Diffusion and Social Marketing
pproach

e advocate a convergence of diffusion of innovation and
ocial marketing principles to stimulate the dissemination
f effective physical activity programs, particularly to in-
ermediaries, such as physical education teachers, city/
ounty transportation planners, nurses, and senior center
exibility coaches who make programming decisions on
ehalf of individuals at risk of various undesirable occur-
ences, such as obesity or injury from falls. This conver-
ence pairs the relational emphasis of diffusion ap-
roaches with the transactional emphasis of marketing

pproaches. It is a means of conceptualizing, pursuing, T

ctober 2006
nd tracking change in societal sectors in which sector
embers are organizational employees with common

ccupations or responsibilities, rather than in holistic
ocial systems, such as a small town (as in most diffusion
tudies) or in characteristic-determined audience seg-
ents (as in most social marketing efforts).
Literature about the diffusion of innovations and

ocial marketing began with different intents. Diffusion
cholars sought to describe and explain social change.
ocial marketing scholars sought to demonstrate how
o change behavior in prosocial directions. But as soon
s one seeks to apply the more validated and actionable
iffusion principles to affect a rate of change, the two
pproaches look a lot alike and are quite compatible.
he “technology push” emphasis in diffusion studies
omplements the “technology pull” emphasis of mar-
eting science. Concepts from these two approaches
ave been studied together before as they relate to the
rogramming decisions that practitioners make,35

ielding some of the most important predictive model-
ng based on diffusion theory.36 And marketing scien-
ists have tested the applicability of diffusion concepts
o consumer perception and behaviors.37,38 Dissemina-
ion tests of combinations of diffusion and social mar-
eting principles are a promising response to the
omprehensive disease-control agendas of leading fed-
ral agencies and their partners.39

Here we emphasize the importance of a perspective
n physical activity promotion that conceptualizes com-
lex organizations as the focal units in a societal sector,
nd the importance of achieving practitioner involve-
ent in an efficient manner. Ten principles, listed in

able 1. Ten principles from the convergence of diffusion
f innovations and social marketing for dissemination of
roven physical activity programs

1. Conceptualize and operationalize the societal sector as
the locus of change

2. Identify and intervene with opinion-leading
organizations within a chosen sector

3. Use existing structured relationships as distribution
channels for programs

4. Identify and target authority figures, opinion leaders,
and program champions within complex organizations
with information and influence

5. Plan for and provide ongoing implementation support
6. Anticipate activity on the part of practitioners
7. Design programs and portrayals of them to invite

productive adaptations
8. Explicate each proven program’s “theory of change” to

enhance the likelihood that core components will be
implemented in ways that produce effective outcomes

9. Make use of marketing research to heighten the
likelihood that programs will be adopted and
implemented

0. Cluster together alternative evidence-based programs to
increase choice and perceptions of objectivity among
potential adopters
able 1, provide the basis for these suggestions. The

Am J Prev Med 2006;31(4S) S13
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emainder of this article is devoted to an explanation of
hese principles.

en Principles
rinciple 1: Conceptualize and Operationalize

he Societal Sector as the Locus of Change

societal sector is a collection of focal organizations
perating in the same domain without respect to
roximity, as identified by the similarity of their
ervices, products, or functions, together with those
rganizations that critically influence the perfor-
ance of the focal organizations.40 Increasingly, the

nterorganizational networks that tie together orga-
izations are becoming the locus of idea production
nd decision making— even governance—through
tandards setting.41,42 We focus on societal sectors
nd the complex organizations that compose them as

logical locus for change because they can be
ransformed from one state to another (such as from
he atomized use of ineffective physical activity pro-
rams to a state of practice where evidence-based
rograms are understood and appropriately
dapted). Sector change is a learning process, one
hat is indicative of the active translation of research

igure 1. A societal sector for physical activity promotion me
rganizational fields by identifying and taking advantage of l
nto practice and sometimes back again. When infor- f

14 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 31, Num
ation about effective programs is framed in ways
eaningful to potential adopters, packaged, and

resented back to them as informational products,
nd then targeted first to influential organizational
embers of a sector and met with a positive opinion-

eader response, knowledge is translated from sci-
nce to art, from research to practice. This is the
cholarly domain of translational learning, where the
earning entity is a societal sector of functionally
imilar organizations. Members of the National
ouncil on the Aging constitute a societal sector, as
o competing and collaborating health maintenance
rganizations, as do members of the International
itness Professionals Association, as do public kinder-
arten through grade 6 schools in Colorado.
A societal sector is not locally bound as is the

oncept of an organizational field, the egocentric
adiating set of relations of a focal organization (such
s Los Angeles General Hospital and its board of
irectors, funders, outreach units, and collaborating
ervice providers and community groups). When one
ggregates the organizational fields of proximate
ocal organizations together, such as all youth volun-
eer service organizations in Boston, this is termed an
cologic community because of its holistic composi-
ion.43 Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual distinction

rgeting one or more of the same type of organization across
es between them.
ans ta
or targeting physical activity promotion programs

ber 4S www.ajpm-online.net
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ither broadly to a societal sector, geographically to
n ecologic community, or narrowly to an organiza-
ional field.

Whereas ecologic communities represent dense
ntegrated local networks consisting of cliques of
ooperating and competing organizations, societal
ectors are less well-integrated. Indeed, they may not
e integrated by patterns of communication or coop-
ration at all. The focal organizations in a societal
ector may exhibit various degrees of sector integra-
ion (interconnection), from mere functional simi-
arity with an absence of direct or indirect ties, to
ccasional integration via one or more professional
ssociations, to regular integration via direct ties
uch that representatives of focal organizations know
ne another via their communication together in a
ocial network. Understanding the degree to which a
ocietal sector is integrated is a key to subsequent
issemination intervention. One might want, for
xample, to intervene with health clubs to promote
he adoption of successful physical activity programs
or individuals with disabilities. Health clubs in the
nited States, along with their equipment and pro-

ram suppliers, in-service trainee consultants, and
rofessional trade and lobbying associations (e.g.,
nternational Health, Racquet & Sports Club Associ-
tion) that tie them together constitute a societal
ector. Aside from co-membership in professional
ssociations that ostensibly protect and advocate on
ehalf of the sector, health clubs cooperate through
ormal means, such as cooperative agreements for

utual admissions, marketing alliances, and fran-
hising. Job mobility within a sector further ties it
ogether in the form of social capital. And while like
rganizations in the same geographic area compete,
he sharing of useful (and valuable) information
mong employees across organizations to solve prob-
ems is very common even among direct competitors
n the same city.44,45 Together, these conditions can
uggest (1) the extent to which organizations such as
ealth clubs may be tied together through interper-
onal communication in a network or not, and
2) the extent to which common information sources
re attended to by their representatives, even if
nterpersonal communication does not tie together
epresentatives of different organizations.

New practices and programs spread through soci-
tal sectors on the basis of coercive processes (au-
hority adoption through regulatory oversight or
egislation, also termed policy diffusion); mimetic
rocesses (voluntary adoption decisions on the basis
f social influence from one’s social network and
ocial modeling from observing what similar others
re doing); and normative processes (such as collec-
ive or professional associational decisions based on
egitimization from high-status sources).13,46 Diffu-

ion occurs most readily among similar types of o

ctober 2006
ndividuals and among similar types of organiza-
ions.47 For mimetic and normative adoption deci-
ions, lead users tend to adopt for reasons of increas-
ng organizational efficiency as they try to capture
nique benefits.

rinciple 2: Identify and Intervene with Opinion-
eading Organizations Within a Chosen Sector

here are two types of lead-user organizations of
ote. Innovative organizations are risk-taking; they
dopt more innovations and do so earlier than other
rganizations of the same type. They are often poorly

ntegrated into networks of other like organizations,
ith extensive links outside the sector, and thus not
ound tightly by their sector’s norms. For the major-

ty of potential adopting organizations, the actions of
nnovative organizations often serve as examples of
hat not to do. Conversely, opinion-leading organi-
ations are visible and admired organizations that
erve as models for others in the sector. These
orm-setting organizations determine through their
wn example which innovations will receive attention
nd be widely tried. Representatives of opinion-
eading organizations actively monitor the oftentimes
nefficient trial and error of innovation by innovative
rganizations, selecting for adaptation and imple-
entation those that best suit the needs of their

rganization and of the sector. These early adopting
rganizations base adoption decisions on the extent
f the match that is achievable between the innova-
ion and their organization, suggesting a rational
ecision process.48 –50

Opinion-leading (i.e., bellwether) organizations,
ecause of their potential in determining the reac-
ions to innovations by the majority of organizations
ithin a societal sector, link together the behavior of

ocal organizations in a societal sector. Follower
rganizations eventually fall in line, depending on
heir degree of organizational innovativeness,13 less
ut of desire for efficiency than a desire to not be left
ut. Whereas lead users adopt for performance after
xtensive information search, many later adopters
ith less information and higher uncertainty adopt
ecause opinion-leading organizations have adopt-
d.48 –52 Stated differently, position in a social net-
ork affects not only the time at which that unit
dopts an innovation, but also why it adopts.53,54 Very
ften, convincing data is not available about the
ffectiveness of the innovation in question, but in the
bsence of performance data, innovations spread as
ashions or fads—social contagion—throughout soci-
tal sectors.55,56 And as the proportion of other
rganizations that have adopted grows, Rogers’s dif-
usion effect13 on hold-outs increases, felt by the
ocal organization decision makers as peer pressure

r normative influence. The point at which this social

Am J Prev Med 2006;31(4S) S15
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ressure causes the focal organization to adopt is its
doption threshold.57 The system-level point at
hich the innovation will complete its diffusion on

he basis of such normative influence—achieving a
andwagon effect—is the societal sector’s tipping
oint.

rinciple 3: Use Existing Structured
elationships as Distribution Channels for
rograms

he research and development (R&D) activities of
hysical activity product manufacturers and service
holesalers drive innovation among retailers in physi-
al activity societal sectors. The primary objective of
ndustry’s R&D activities is increased product or service
ales. By learning to successfully integrate academic
nd public health R&D activities into the stream of
nputs used by the physical activity industry to drive
nnovation, we have the potential to create “win–win”
utcomes that help members of industry achieve their
usiness objectives and accelerate progress toward im-
ortant public health objectives. The efficiency inher-
nt in this principle is that the distribution channel
lready exists; it is in place and constituted by extant
uyer–seller relations, job mobility, and professional
elations. In this sense, through the seeding of infor-
ation and influence, trade associations, professional

ssociations, and other existing linking systems can
ecome distribution partners for evidence-based phys-

cal activity programs.
But there is not just one physical activity societal

ector. As is the case in virtually any industry, different
egments of the consumer market (e.g., families, sin-
les, older adults) are served differentially by different
egments of the retail market (e.g., community recre-
tion centers, health clubs, city and county active
ransportation planners, worksite health programs).
hysical activity researchers and public health agencies
ust strategically identify the segments of the physical

ctivity social sector that will offer the greatest “return
n investment” as distribution partners, and then iden-
ify and recruit the opinion-leading focal organizations
ithin them to achieve a critical mass of positive
doption decisions that lead the segment, and its larger
ocietal sector, to tip.58

Once the most strategically important segments of
he physical activity societal sector have been identified,
nd its opinion-leading organizations recruited, atten-
ion must be given to the needs of both potential
istribution partners and their customers (i.e., the
onsumer demand or “pull” side of the marketplace
ynamic) that ultimately determine the success of the
roduct in the marketplace. Systematic efforts to un-
erstand the perceived needs and barriers of targeted

istribution partners, and their customers, will enable n

16 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 31, Num
hysical activity researchers and public health agencies
o tailor their partnership efforts accordingly.

rinciple 4: Identify and Target Authority
igures, Opinion Leaders, and Program
hampions Within Complex Organizations with

nformation and Influence

rganizations that make up societal sectors are them-
elves composed of complex relationships (e.g., teachers,
dministrators, and schools within school districts). As
uch, organizations are not beholden just to sector norms,
xpectations, standards, or policies but also to intra-
rganizational policies, procedures, politics, expectations,
nd communication. The relationships within complex
rganizations are more densely integrated than in social
ectors and can exert considerable influence over adop-
ion decisions. For instance, the adoption and use of a
hysical activity program by a school district can be

nfluenced by individual teachers’ and administrators’
haracteristics; attitudes toward change; perceptions of
nnovation attributes (e.g., relative advantage, complexity,
t with district values); district size and availability of
esources; organizational complexity and formality; inter-
al or external turbulence; decision making (i.e., degree
f openness, presence of internal champion[s], participa-
ion of teachers); and relationships with outside change
gents.13,59–64

Adoption of a new product by organizations involves
t least two phases—the decision to adopt, and the
mplementation process.13,60 Much of what we have
overed involves the former—a felt problem that pro-
okes a search for innovations that fit the organization
nd provide a solution to it. This process can be
nfluenced greatly by outside forces. However, intra-
rganizational influences on innovation implementa-
ion often arise once the decision has been made to
dopt a new practice, program, or policy. Frequently in
rganizations, users are not the choosers of an innova-
ion.65 The decision-maker’s commitment to an inno-
ation cannot be assumed to carry adequate weight to
ssure implementation success. It is primarily users who
ecide the degree of accommodation made for an

nnovation, and thus most affect the extent to which an
nnovation becomes routinized.62,66–68 Research about
ducation innovations suggests that the involvement of
oards, principals, teachers, parents, and students in
chool districts is key to achieving alignment of systemic
nnovations and school districts as complex organiza-
ions.69 But when the range of internal stakeholders is
iverse, who should be sought out to do what?
When innovations evoke a high degree of perceived

isk or uncertainty about personal or organizational
onsequences (such as a new physical activity program
or a senior center), opinion leadership is often sought
ut by potential adopters to resolve cognitive disso-

ance.13 Several different functional roles are impor-

ber 4S www.ajpm-online.net
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ant within complex organizations to advance the pro-
esses of adoption, especially its adaptation during
mplementation. For most adoption decisions, external
hange agents (i.e., innovation advocates) seek the
pproval of formal leaders of organizations to legiti-
ize employees’ attention to the innovation. External

hange agents then seek to identify and interact with
nformal opinion leaders within complex organizations
o that the latter form positive attitudes and engage in
ositive modeling for others in the organization to hear
nd observe.

Opinion leaders do not typically engage in the open
dvocacy of innovations; it is their positive example that
s important. Advocacy within complex organizations,
uch as a school system or a hospital, is left to voracious
sers—champions—who are important in fomenting
xcitement and in helping to solve problems that occur
uring implementation. Champions are not necessarily
rganizationally powerful; effective champions initiate

nfluence when they promote change as a part of their
ormal organizational roles and responsibilities.64,70

Knowing where to look for credible and trustworthy
ractitioners in order to stimulate spread among other
ractitioners depends on the extent of sector integra-
ion (i.e., interconnection) among the focal organiza-
ions in question, whether they are schools, gyms,
enior centers, or city transportation planning depart-
ents. If integration is limited to functional similarity
ith an absence of direct or indirect ties, local opinion

eaders will not be able to communicate easily with
thers about the advantages of a cluster of effective
hysical activity programs. With a low degree of sector

ntegration, opinion leaders with “star appeal” will be
ecessary; these are regional, state, or national opinion

eaders within the sector. Their influence on individual
ecision making is generally less than that of local
pinion leaders, but they have broad reach. Frequently,
ppeals of this type are made through trade newsletters
nd professional association communication channels.
arnessing distant opinion leaders (i.e., well-known
ames in a particular field of practice who have high
erceived credibility or similarity to target audience
embers) is a time-honored marketing communica-

ion strategy.
If target audience members—those practitioners

orking in a sector’s focal organizations—are linked
hrough interactions that tie their organizations to-
ether, the opportunity for identifying and recruiting
ocal opinion leaders exists because the relationships
xist. Identification of opinion leaders can be accom-
lished through several methods, including (1) use of
ociometric questionnaires in which respondents char-
cterize their relations with others in the network,
2) participant observation, (3) personal interviews
ith expert informants, and (4) self-report. Each of

hese methods has been validated in previous studies.29
he choice of how to identify opinion leaders should t

ctober 2006
e made on the basis of resources available, sensitivity
f respondents, and access to respondents. For exam-
le, in societal sectors in which social networks have few
trong ties (i.e., a low degree of integration), relying on
xpert informants is of questionable reliability unless
nough informants are accessed to cover most of the
any cliques that will characterize the network. For

arget audiences of a large size, expert informants as a
eans of opinion-leader identification will be prefera-

le to formal surveys. Roster-based sociometric instru-
ents are most reasonable for medium to small net-
orks that involve fewer target adopters. Observation is
ractical only for small numbers of people who can be
bserved in the same place at the same time, such as at
professional association annual conference reception.

rinciple 5: Plan for and Provide Ongoing
mplementation Support

omplex organizations typically require support through-
ut the implementation process to increase program
ustainability and institutionalization. Kelder and col-
eagues’ efforts to disseminate CATCH—an evidence-
ased school physical activity and nutrition program—to
lementary schools in Texas provides an excellent public
ealth example of the need to, as well as how to, support
ractitioners who are attempting to implement a proven
rogram.71,72 With minimal levels of funding, Kelder and
olleagues’ efforts have succeeded in getting CATCH
mplemented in over 1500 schools, approximately 30% of
ll elementary schools in Texas.73 One important aspect
f the dissemination effort, and by Kelder’s account a
urning point in the success of their approach, was the
ecision to require interested school principals to send a

eam of school officials—a physical education teacher, a
ood service official, and a classroom teacher—to receive
raining on program implementation.71 Properly imple-

enting CATCH requires the school to implement
hanges in each of these three functions; it therefore
roved important to train representatives of each of these

hree functions to work in a coordinated manner. Reten-
ion rates by adopting schools has been quite high (be-
ause the program is relatively easy to sustain, and the
rogram receives high marks from principals, teachers,
nd students), although staff training, the presence of a
rogram champion, and adequate administrative support
nd resources have been identified as being critical for
chools to continue their participation.74

rinciple 6: Anticipate Activity on the Part of
ractitioners

he traditional assumption about adopters in diffusion
heory is that while a few will be active in evaluating
nnovations and affecting the decisions of others for
ny given innovation type, for most innovations most of

he time, adopters are relatively passive or reactive

Am J Prev Med 2006;31(4S) S17
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ollowers who reject or accept an innovation based on
hat credible others do whose behavior they monitor.
his perspective on adopter passivity is erroneous for

he adoption and implementation of practices, pro-
rams, and policies that are packages with multiple
arts that can be disentangled and differentially imple-
ented, each to a different degree, such as most

ealth-promotion programs. For innovations like these,
dopters who progress to the process of implementa-
ion are, in a very real sense, creators, inventors, and
ources of change. They get extremely involved in
esting, manipulating, jerry-rigging, and doing what it
akes to create both through language and action an
nnovation that precisely addresses the requirements of
n acutely felt local problem. This is what Maslow75

eferred to as secondary creativity, individual activity
hat accounts for the majority of creative if modest
utput “which are essentially the consolidation and
xploitation of other people’s ideas.”
We find it helpful to distinguish two types of adopter

nvolvement. Potential adopters can be involved (i.e.,
ctive) with other adopters and potential adopters.
hey can also be involved with an innovation. The
urrent principle is based on the former type of
dopter involvement; the next principle (No. 7) is
ased on the latter type of involvement.
The traditional diffusion perspective is one in which

otential adopters actively listen to, read about, and
bserve others’ responses to innovations, and discuss
hose innovations with others.13,27,28 People are neither
assive nor atomized individuals, as much scholarship
as characterized mass audiences. Except for the most
enturesome and the most cautious, potential adopters
hink and act with reference to the social norms in the
etworks or systems of which they are members, that is,

heir perceptions of attitudes and values that character-
ze the groups—real, virtual, and imagined—to which
hey feel attachment or belonging.76,77 Their involve-

ent is with other adopters and potential adopters,
efined more or less by their degree of innovativeness.
he earliest adopters (“innovators” in Rogers’s catego-
ization) are highly active in scanning mediated infor-
ation environments, in seeking out new ideas from
eterogeneous sources, and through experimentation.
eeling few constraints on their behavior, they act
early autonomously toward the group, although they
ften exhibit ties to others outside the immediate
roup. But innovators make up only a small proportion
2.5%) of the adopters in any social system. The vast
ajorities of others (early adopters, early majority, late
ajority, laggards) are less active in how they behave,

heir involvement more a response to how they per-
eive that others within the group view the innovation.
he last to adopt also exhibit a lesser degree of social

ntegration, although they are more commonly passive
ejecters rather than active in relation to others. Work-

ng within complex organizations also limits adopters’ a

18 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 31, Num
bilities to take action on their own to try out and
odify a new program. Decisions about the fit, feasibil-

ty, and effectiveness of a new program are rarely left to
single individual. Moreover, others determine

hether a new product is used once it is implemented
ithin the organization. They react and contribute to

he changes, uncertainty, and misunderstanding sur-
ounding the new program.13 Involvement, to the
xtent it is understood to occur, happens through
ocial relations.

rinciple 7: Design Programs and Portrayals of
hem to Invite Productive Adaptations

dopter involvement in invention is not a prevalent
oncept in the diffusion literature. To be sure, there is
upport from studies that adopters change innovations
uring implementation.23,78,79 But involvement of this
ort has usually been considered deviant or minor in
elation to the original source-defined purpose of an
nnovation. Scholars labeled such adopter involvement
einvention. Adopter involvement in relation to inno-
ations is far more important, common, and conse-
uential than reflected in the diffusion literature.80–82

his is especially true when disseminating programs
nd products to complex organizations that comprise
ocial sectors rather than individuals.69 The question is
ow to design dissemination strategies so that practitio-
ers who are potential adopters perceive that it will be
oth easy and still produce effective outcomes if they
einvent and tailor an effective program to their clients
nd their organizations.

What adopters and implementers do with innova-
ions has been viewed as a dichotomy. Either they adopt

practice or intervention as is, or they change it to
etter fit their current workplace or client conditions.
esigners of interventions have come to believe that

daptation is either good or bad. For decades in
iscussions of how to best diffuse or “scale-up” effective
ducational programs, researchers have kept to this
raming of the translational problem.83 Adherents of
rogram fidelity believe that working to ensure that
dopters make as few modifications as possible is key to
etaining the success of the original program. On the
ther hand, adherents of the program adaptation per-
pective counter that it is only through allowing adopt-
rs to change a program to suit their needs that the
ikelihood of sustainability is increased. If adopters do
ot feel ownership of the program, how can we ensure

ts persistence in practice? This debate is still alive and
ell in disease-prevention circles.84,85

Our position is that designing intervention programs to
esist modification is futile; the baby may be tossed with
he bath water because adopters are free to look else-
here for workable programs, or they will self-invent by
orrowing from what their experience suggests will work

nd what impresses them from different sources. There is

ber 4S www.ajpm-online.net
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imply too much incentive for and often internal time
ressure on practitioners at the individual or single orga-
izational level to customize, to partly adopt, and to
ombine innovation components from elsewhere to meet
heir needs and circumstances.35,81 The wiser path is to
nticipate and encourage this strong tendency. The fol-
owing two principles (No. 8 and No. 9) provide practical
ays to anticipate and encourage reinvention that is
roductive; that is, that does not detract from the achieve-
ent of positive outcomes as a result of program
odification.

rinciple 8: Explicate Each Program’s “Theory
f Change” to Enhance the Likelihood That
ore Components Will Be Implemented in Ways
hat Produce Effective Outcomes

ore than an innovation must change if a best fit
etween a program and one’s work context is to be
chieved. The context, too, should change. If one
hanges only an adopted program and not the work
nvironment—or vice versa—technical, delivery sys-
em, and performance criteria misalignments are likely
o characterize implementation and possibly lead to
iscontinuance. Incremental adjustments made over
ime to both an innovation and a work environment
haracterize successful cases of technology trans-
er.83,85,86 “Mutual adaptation” of both program and
nvironment implies that an awful lot of the action
ccurs not with the adoption decision maker, but with
he end-user and important intermediaries in the host
rganization. How practitioners interpret the purpose
nd promise of a new program and its benefits in actual
ractice will interact with how they choose to make
ccommodation for it in the workplace. Thus, the
erspective is processual, echoing the view that organi-
ational processes of implementation are a more pro-
uctive focus for health promotion improvement than

s attention to locating “best practices” themselves.87

he meanings people make of a new program will
ontribute to what changes in the workplace and
nnovation they deem useful to best exploit it. Adapta-
ion is likely to intensify the meaning of an innovation
or users through a process of personalization and
dentification, similar perhaps to the strong bonds that
an develop between consumers and particular
oods.88

For adaptation to increase the likelihood of effect
delity (the achievement of the source’s desired effects

n subsequent external validity tests of the program)
ver implementation fidelity (exact replication of the
rogram process as it was originally demonstrated), a
otential adopter should understand why a program
orks. Ideally, a potential adopter will be better able to
1) recognize how and what aspects of a program fit
nto current organizational structure and processes,

2) determine how to implement the core components a

ctober 2006
f that effect, (3) change peripheral components of a
rogram such that they add to the achievement of the
esired effect rather than detract from it, and (4) intuit
ow to best alter organizational and environmental
apacities to best support the achievement of the
rogram’s intended effect.
We suggest that user activity will produce innovations

f higher external validity—demonstrating program
ffectiveness in a variety of locations—to the extent that
ore components are known and understood. Program
evelopers, or other parties interested in its dissemina-
ion, should tailor their promotion efforts to explain
hy or how the program works. Precisely how to do this

hould not be assumed or guessed at, but rather derive
rom careful marketing research to assess potential
dopter needs and wants, and their reactions to succes-
ive prototypes of the innovation.

In addition to communicating the conceptual basis
or why a program works, developers should make
xplicit a variety of alternative ways to bring about a
esired outcome. Consider, for example, a lifestyle
hysical activity program focused on building partici-
ant’s self-efficacy as a core component. In this case,
evelopers may provide potential adopters a set of five
ifferent options for increasing self-efficacy (i.e., one

nnovation with five examples of how to replicate the
esired effect). This gives the practitioner flexibility as
ell as guidance to adapt the intervention in a fashion
ost appropriate to the circumstance with little risk to

ffect fidelity.
Potential adopters will naturally ask an important

xternal validity question: “Will the program work
ere?” We recommend helping potential adopters to
eframe this question: “How are aspects of the circum-
tance and environment here similar to and different
rom the circumstance and environment in which this
rogram has succeeded elsewhere?” We believe this
eframed manner of asking the same question will be
eneficial to potential adopters in two ways.89,90 The
rst relates to the extent to which prototypical charac-

eristics of a model program are like those in second-
rder sites (termed surface similarity) and the second
ocuses on clarifying which differences between the
riginal demonstration and the subsequent second-
rder tests are superfluous (“ruling out irrelevancies”).
tated differently, another important way to help po-
ential adopters understand the core components that
nfluence program success is to identify both the pe-
ipheral components that are not necessary for pro-
ram success and the complementary assets of organi-
ations where the program has been successfully
mplemented.

Peripheral components of a program are those that
dopters can be encouraged to change. The listing of
omplementary assets or organizational capacities re-
ated to fielding the program can give subsequent

dopters a strong sense of what it took to successfully

Am J Prev Med 2006;31(4S) S19
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mplement the program in question and what they
eed to marshal in their own organization to achieve

he same effect.
We suggest that user involvement will be relatively
ore effective if careful thought is given to important

imilarities as well as important differences between
emonstration sites and adopting sites. Developers
ight, for example, provide information about the

pecific organizations used in the demonstration (e.g.,
mployees, customers, and clients) as well as other
roups thought to have benefited from the program
e.g., vendors and the clients’ customers). At the same
ime, attributes of organizations in which the program
hould not be administered can also be pointed out.
imilarities and dissimilarities might also be communi-
ated about program delivery, timing, and location.
ith such guidance, program implementers will be

etter able to make informed decisions about which
spects of the program or their environment should be
hanged to achieve a best fit between the two. Of
ourse, some of the responsibility must fall to potential
dopters as well to make reasonable determinations
oncerning the extent and importance of certain simi-
arities and differences between their site and demon-
tration sites.

rinciple 9: Make Use of Marketing Research to
eighten the Likelihood That Programs Will Be
dopted and Implemented

ocial marketing derives one of its key strengths from
asing strategic decisions on careful listening to the
ants that are expressed by representative members of
otential adopters. In social marketing, efforts to pro-
ote the offered product or service are created in

esponse to the beliefs, attitudes, and desires of those
he marketer wishes to reach.

Yet the potential of marketing research can go much
urther. Environmental scans of needs, opportunities,
nd the positioning of the competition—overall and
ithin specific geographic areas—are critical assets in
onstructing an effective marketing plan. Social net-
ork analyses can be used to map the structure of
elations that criss-cross a societal sector by tying to-
ether the complex organizations within it. Dissemina-
ion tactics can be beta-tested to fine tune them prior to
ntroduction. Real-time information can be collected
bout user’s and target audience member’s perceptions
f critical innovation attributes as identified in diffu-
ion literature (i.e., complexity, relative advantage,
ompatibility, trialability, observability) to refine pro-
otional tactics in ways that heighten the likelihood of

ersonalization, identification, and positive adoption
ecisions. And a relentless focus on the target audi-
nce’s, user’s, and distribution partner’s experience

ith the marketing offer can facilitate building a “total e

20 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 31, Num
uality improvement” or “continuous quality improve-
ent” mindset into the dissemination effort.

rinciple 10: Cluster Together Alternative
vidence-Based Programs to Increase Choice
nd Perceptions of Objectivity Among Potential
dopters

nother principle based in diffusion, decision making,
nd psychology research is “clustering.” An alternative
nnovation cluster is a set of effective programs that
omprise different means to achieve the same or simi-
ar end. Packaging several effective programs together
ncreases the likelihood that adopter-implementers will
e able to come to a “best fit” of innovation and work
nvironment by mutually adapting each to the other.
he prerequisites for clustering are that several effec-

ive programs with the same or similar objectives exist,
hat together they represent some variance in the

eans for achieving their effects so that consumers will
erceive choice, and that the developers of each effec-
ive program are willing to cooperate in a joint
ortrayal.
Delimited selection such as this still allows for con-

iderable personal agency and involvement on the part
f adopters, especially during implementation (fit-
nding), because the choice of one of several programs

s just the beginning step. Implementers then have to
earn the conceptual basis for the program’s effects so
hat they can responsibly make adaptations (modifica-
ions to the program’s peripheral components) that
ill enhance rather than detract from the likelihood of
chieving a fidelity of effect.

Collective websites can be designed to be more than
set of links to the home pages of each of several

ffective programs. For example, each program can be
ortrayed in a consistent format, with equivalent con-
ent, testimonials and video examples of each program
n action, a model demonstrating how each program
chieves its effects as determined through prior inter-
al validity and external validity testing, and linked
xamples for each model component to demonstrate
ow that variable has been operationalized. Interactive
ebsites can be created to make it easy for practitio-
ers—such as teachers and exercise coaches—to up-

oad their own video and text demonstrating the exact
ays in which they enacted a model component, show-

ng how it unfolded in their clinic, gym, or school, or
ow they accommodated the new program with their
taffing or other resource limitations. This will allow
ther practitioners and researchers to see how the same
onceptual components can be differently imple-
ented without compromising the program’s effect

delity. We recommend that research staff or other
xperts of the program(s) in question serve as gate-
eepers or peer reviewers of such user-contributed

xamples as a quality control measure, to make sure

ber 4S www.ajpm-online.net
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hat each theory of change model component is accu-
ately reflected in each example that is put onto the
ebsite.
The clustering of alternative effective programs is

ttractive to external change agencies, too. Change
gencies often have catalogues of many interventions of
type, each created by grantees, each of which often

ddresses the same problem (the Cancer Control
LANET [Plan, Link, Act, Network with Evidence-
ased Tools] website created by the National Cancer
nstitute is an example). Piecing together an alternative
nnovation cluster of effective innovations does not put
he change agency in the position of “picking a winner”
nd run the risk of seemingly advocating one program
t the expense of other effective solutions.

ummary: A Convergence of Diffusion and Social
arketing Principles

e have presented ten principles based in the diffusion
f innovation or social marketing literatures that can be
roductively applied to the efficient dissemination of
roven approaches to physical activity promotion. We
uggest that researchers and funders conceptualize and
perationalize the societal sector as the locus of
hange, and focus formatively on gaining an under-
tanding of the informal structures, if any, that tie a
hosen societal sector’s organizations together. We
mphasize the complexity of the organizations that
onstitute such sectors for the purpose of pointing out
hat different functional roles exist within each com-
lex organization. Formal authorities, informal opin-

on leaders, and physical activity promotion program
hampions each have a role to play in moving a sector
hrough the translational process from research to
ractice implementation, organization by organization.
One of the keys to efficient dissemination is not to

pend resources creating distribution channels if a
romotion effort can adapt to an existing channel. The
ocietal sector of physical activity product and service
etailers—that is, free-standing businesses and non-
rofit organizations, and individuals and small work
nits within other larger organizations, such as the
ation’s workplaces, schools, and healthcare delivery
rganizations—is, in a very real sense, the key distribu-
ion channel for making physical activity “offers” to

embers of the population at large. Physical activity
esearchers, funding agencies, and public health agen-
ies must learn to embrace this societal sector to
romote a greater role for physical activity in contem-
orary life. Rather than creating a new distribution
hannel, scarce resources are better spent on providing
ngoing support throughout the process of implemen-
ation, as this is generally necessary in some form to
eighten the likelihood of institutionalization and

ustainability.

1

ctober 2006
Finally, we emphasize several aspects of the design of
romotion programs to centrally take into account the

ntended user as a full partner in the process of sector
mprovement through physical activity promotion. We
uggest that this be done by listening closely to what
otential adopters say they want, clustering alternative
rograms together to increase choice, encouraging
ractitioner involvement in the creative processes of
rganizational and program adaptation, and educating
ractitioners about the theory behind the observed
hange.

We understand that fully embracing these ten prin-
iples will require significant process re-engineering on
he part of the nation’s health agencies and other
rganizations interested in promoting physical activity
nd other forms of health promotion. Change never
omes easily, but we believe the stakes are sufficiently
arge to at least begin a serious discussion about how
uch changes can be effected.

o financial conflict of interest was reported by the authors of
his paper.
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